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About ESTECO 

ESTECO is an independent technology provider delivering first-class 
software solutions aimed at perfecting the simulation-driven design 
process. With more than 15 years’ experience, we support engineers  
and companies in designing better, more efficient products.  

We specialize in 
customer-

focused solutions  
for numerical 
optimization,  

CAE integration, 
process 

automation and 
simulation data 

management. 



ESTECO clients 
Over 300 international clients have relied on our software to design better and 
more efficient products across a wide spectrum of industrial sectors.  
 



ESTECO Technology 
 

Our aim is to decrease the tedium in engineering analysis and increase 
creativity by developing and maintaining cutting-edge software that 

enables integration, optimization and advanced data analysis.  

Our first-class  
technology 

inspires  
decision making 

Increases  
efficiency 

 of design simulation tools 

accelerates  
product innovation 



What can you do with modeFRONTIER 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
is an integration platform for multi-objective and multi-disciplinary optimization. It provides a seamless coupling with third party engineering tools, enables the automation of the design simulation process, and facilitates analytic decision making.In this slide you can see what you can do with modeFRONTIER. With modeFRONTIER you can automate the execution of complex chains of preprocessing and simulation tools. You can take advantage of a very flexible workflow and of a lot of direct integration nodes for the most popular tools in the CAE field.You can optimize your design by means of innovative algorithms to determine the set of best possible solutions combining opposing objectives.You can post-process the results by means of standard and advanced statistical analysis, data visualization and decision making methodologies.



Concept 



modeFRONTIER2016 Viewpoint 

Improving efficiency 
✓ Tailored access to functions 

✓ Flexible team-focused licensing 

Reducing complexity 
✓ Worflow management 

✓ Customized views  

Cutting development time 
✓ Programmatic access to Design Space functions 

✓ Enhanced wizards for key functions  

Consolidate 
specialized 

expertise and 
streamline 
teamwork 



modeFRONTIER2016 Modular Environment 



Modules 



Streamlines the design process with powerful workflows, 
innovative algorithms and sophisticated post-processing 
tools. Its multidisciplinary design enabling technology, 

keeps it at forefront of engineering technology. 



Independent desktop application useful to describe processes in 
the form of graphical workflows, by specifying which parameters 

and calculations are required to solve a design problem.  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Intended for describing processes in the form of graphical workflows, that specifies which parameters and calculations are required to solve an engineering design problem. 



Includes the sophisticated set of modeFRONTIER tools for data 
analysis and problem investigation and support to decision making, 

both in the pre-optimization and in the post-processing phase.  



Profiles 



Automation Engineer 

Domain Expert 
Optimization Expert 

MDO user 
Data Analyst 

Team 
Leader 

Project Engineer 

license and role management streamlined 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
It enables efficient license and role management within teams�



PROFILES > focus on teams and roles 

DATA SPACE PROCESS AND OPTIMIZATION 

DATA VIEWER 
UNDERSTAND COMPLEX  

DATASETS IN modeSPACE 

DATA INSPECTOR 
UNDERSTAND COMPLEX  

DATASETS IN THE modeSPACE 
 

DATA INTELLIGENCE 
POST-PROCESSING ESSENTIALS  

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 

DATA EXPLORER 
MAKE THE MOST OUT  

OF ADVANCED DATA ANALYSIS 

AUTOMATION DESIGNER 
GET YOUR MDO  
WORKFLOW INTO SHAPE 

SINGLE DISCIPLINE DESIGN 
ENHANCED DESIGN SOLUTIONS  
FOR DOMAIN EXPERTS  

MULTI DISCIPLINE DESIGN 
UNLOCK THE  
POWER OF MDO 

OPTIMEAZY 
FIND THE OPTIMUM  
WITH ONE CLICK 



Workflow – 
coarse mesh DOE 

Automation  
Engineer 

Optimization Expert 

Modular access to functionalities – scenario 1 
 

Workflow – 
fine mesh 

Optimization 
adjusted variables 
bounds 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The automation engineer initially prepare a workflow integrating a coarser mesh of the model, which can give a faster simulation with approximated results.While the optimization expert runs this model, in order to setup the proper range of variations of the parameters, the automation engineer can prepare another workflow, integrating a finer mesh version of the model, which can give more accurate results.The optimization expert will then finally use the more accurate model for the optimization, adjusting the variable bounds accordingly to the results of the analysis of the simplified model.



Modular access to functionalities – scenario 2 
 

Data Analyst 

motorcycle RSM motorcycle DOE 

Optimization Expert 

three wheeler RSM three wheeler DOE 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Data analyst daily task is to process a huge amount of data to create models predicting the behavior of the variables considered.For example designers want to change the shape of a car and he wants to investigate the impact on drag of these changes. While he trains multiple models using the mS standalone environment, the optimization expert is free to execute another series of DOE runs, related for instance to a different typology (segment) of cars; when new DOE is run, data analyst will train the new RSM.  



Global properties Efficient license handling for workflow and design space   

mF2016 news: 
mF license contains two 
separated Workflow and 
DesignSpace keys, which can be 
enabled/disabled 
 
 

Advantage: 
Two users can simultaneously 
access same mF license, working 
on the two environments (keys) 
separately 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
La situazione è di due utenti in un team. Utente A apre mF e lavora sul workflow, ma per il momento non gli interessa creare RSM o nuovi charts. Utente B nello stesso momento ha invece bisogno di visualizzare dati di un prj e creare RSM. In situazione mF2014, se il team aveva a disposizione un pacchetto BASIC o PLUS o PREMIUM, questo non era possibile, utente B avrebbe dovuto aspettare che utente A chiudesse la sua sessione o lanciasse in batch. Quindi, con mF2014, uno dei due non poteva lavorare quando ne avrebbe avuto bisogno.In situazione mF2016, utente B può chiedere a utente A di liberare la chiave di editing del design space (fattibile da GUI di mF nel design space). In questo modo utente A può continuare a lavorare senza problemi nel workflow di mF e utente B può aprire modeSPACE e usare la chiave liberata da utente A per editare il design space. O viceversa, su utente B accede a modeSPACE prima di utente A, utente A non avrà nessuna limitazione al suo lavoro, almeno finchè non vuole editare il design space.Essendo comunque utente A generalmente interessato ad editare il design space quando lavora in mF, questa situazione di «palleggio» di chiavi di licenza alla lunga diventa comunque inefficace. In situazione mF2014, per «sbloccare» la situazione l’azienda avrebbe dovuto comprare come minimo un altro pacchetto BASIC, la qual cosa spesso non veniva fatta per via del costo eccessivo del BASIC rispetto alla sola necessità di avere un altro accesso alla GUI. Con i profili, è ora possibile per l’azienda comprare qualcosa di customizzato per utente B ad un prezzo proporzionalmente più adatto (Data intelligence). Quindi, per l’azienda una guadagno in termini di efficienza e di costi rispetto alla produttività del team. Per noi, espansione della base utenti e consolidamento del profitto sulle funzionalità vendute.



Data Space 



focus on teams and roles 

DATA VIEWER 
Analytics Charts  
VIEW 

DATA INSPECTOR 
Analytics Charts  
VIEW & EDIT 
 

DATA INTELLIGENCE 
Analytics Tools 
VIEW & EDIT 
 

DATA EXPLORER 
Analytics Tools  
Design Space Exploration 
VIEW & EDIT 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

UNDERSTANDING  
DATA TRENDS AND ATTRIBUTES 
IMPACTING THE DESIGN SPACE 

 
 

 
 design space exploration  
 sensitivity analysis  
 response surface modelling 
 post-processing  
 large dataset analysis  



Going straight from data to RSM with less clicks and less 
parameter settings 

✓Saving time 

✓Easier and 
faster editing 

✓Manual RSM 
training  wizard 
still available 

Automatic RSM Training mode 
 

guided training  
process 



All-in-one chart showing  
relevant information for the 
quality evaluation of many RSMs 

Useful to compare 
multiple RSMs, selecting 
the best model 

RSM Evaluation chart 



Automatic RSM Training mode 
 






Sensitivity Analysis Tool Sensitivity Analysis tool 

Variable screening based on 
SS-ANOVA >> detects the most 
important input variables in a 
process 

✓Efficient with scarce and not 
factorial database 

✓Detect non-linear and 
interaction effects 



Sensitivity Analysis tool 
 






Process & Optimization 



AUTOMATION DESIGNER 
Workflow [CREATE, EDIT, RUN]  
Integr. pack M 

SINGLE DISCIPLINE DESIGN 
Workflow [CREATE, EDIT, RUN]  
Analytics tools | Design Space Expl. 
Integr. pack M 

MULTI DISCIPLINE DESIGN 
Workflow [CREATE, EDIT, RUN]  
Analytics tools | Design Space Expl. 
Robust Design & MCDM | Integr. pack L  

OPTIMEAZY 
pilOPT workflow [CREATE, EDIT, RUN]  
Integr. pack S 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

PROCESS and OPTIMIZATION 

>> enhanced flexibility for  
advanced optimization and process 

integration & automation  
 
 

PROFILES 
  

 respond to different expert needs  
 facilitate effective workload balance 

within design teams 
 focus on specific sets practices 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
 Workflow [create, edit, run] Integration package medium 	SINGLE DISCIPLINE DESIGN 	Workflow [create, edit, run] Analytics tools Design Space Exploration Integration package medium 	MULTI DISCIPLINE DESIGN 	Workflow [create, edit, run] Analytics tools Design Space Exploration Robust Design & MCDM Integration package large 	OPTIMEAZY 	pilOPT workflow [create, edit, run] Integration package small 	



The new self-
adapting 
one-click 

optimization 
algorithm 

✓ responding to a wider variety of engineering designs problems 
✓ increased performance with single-objective problems 
✓better exploitation of computational resources 
✓effective handling of problems with discrete variables. 
 

new pilOPT release: 

pilOPT: self-adapting one-click optimizer 
 

pilOPT 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
initiated with a single parameter (number of design evaluations)combines global and local search, and RSM-based evaluationsefficient even with complex output functionshigh level of confidence and robustnesssignificant time and resource saving



Integration node – Ansys WB Parametric Pack 
modeFRONTIER 2016 supports the HPC license 
consumption scheme from Ansys Workbench 



  

>> get optimization results before  
and dedicate more time to post  

processing and data analysis   
 

>> fully exploit the process automation 
capabilities of modeFRONTIER in 

combination with the accuracy of the 
ANSYS multiphysics solvers  

>> save on HPC setup costs  
 

Ansys Integration node - advantages 

 
 

>> Multiple concurrent design 
evaluations  

without checking out additional 
Workbench licenses 

 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
With the new features of the ANSYS direct integration node users enable users to fully exploit the Parametric Pack to:



New process integration nodes New Processing Nodes 

RSM Trainer node: response 
surfaces can be automatically 
trained/validated 

Classifier node:  generating 
an analytic constraint based 
on given database 

Design Space node: RSM functions and Worktables can be 
saved in Design Space as soon as created by process flow   

Relatore
Note di presentazione
RSM TRAINER NODEBy including the iterative training and validation of multiple response surfaces during project execution, this new integration node enables their real time validation according to a customizable performance index. This results in a quick identification of the best trained RSM for each output, with reduced manual effort. DESIGN SPACE NODEThis new node streamlines the data analysis by exporting RSM functions and database objects generated runtime to the Design Space environment and, conversely, import data to the workflow. This feature enables to properly model data flows and interactions and better handle problem complexity. 



New Processing Nodes 
 






Basic mode: easy set-up of only 
essential algorithm parameters 

Basic and Expert mode 

Expert mode: edit advanced  
algorithm parameters 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Advanced algorithm parameters (optimizers, DOE and RSM) can now be hiddenFocusing only on the parameters essential for the correct algorithm functioning



Advantage: 
Solving robust design optimization 
problems with higher number of 
uncertainties than traditional PCE 

MORDO – Adaptive Sparse PCE 

How it works: 
Captures polynomial terms impacting 
most the model  
 less samples and less CPU time 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Solving robust design optimization problems with higher number of uncertainties than classical PCEExtracting only polynomial terms with the greatest impact on the model



MORDO – Adaptive Sparse PCE 

Number of 
sampling 
simulations  
can be reduced 
drastically!  



calendario webinar 



thanks for the attention! 
QUESTIONS > use the webex chat 
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